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ABSTRACT

A search for water vapor naser have been conducted in the direct toa

of selected strong point sources detected by the Infrared Astronomtr*l

Satellite - IRAS. 325 points were observed and 18 water maser sources were

detected. The detection rate was 5,6Z. The new sources are discussed and

compared with the known galactic masers.

INTRODUCTION

Slstematic searches for water vapor naser have been carried jut by

several authors In the southern hemisphere (Cdswell et al 1983, Scalise ar.d

8ra: 1980, Braz and Scalise 1982. Scalise and Schaal 1977, Kaufmann et si

1977, Caswell et al 197&). In all these surveys nasers were searched towards

known OH maser position as well as in the direcrior. of peaks in the continuar,

obtained from maps at *> GHz (Haynes et al 1978, 1979). The rate of detecci-n

was relatively high with almost one to one correlation between OH and H:0

tnasers, and many strong continuum peaks had a wac?r maser source placed in cwe

vicinities of the continuum position.

Fron galactic longitude 180° to 360° a total of 128 masers were

detected (Braz and Epchtein 1983) In all these survevs.

New positions of star formation regions and potential protostellar

objects become available after the sucessfull IRAS mission. In the P.lrc

Source Catalogue thousands of far infrared flux of possible protnstars

Immersed in dusty complex regions associated with HII regions and molecular

clouds are listed. Wa «parched fur water masers in the directions of 325

selected positions from thnt cat n K-K'ie and here we present the condensed

prel Imtnarv results of thtrsp stirvevs (Braz e: al 19B8 and Rodripue/ et it

1088).
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OBSERVATIONS

We used for the observations the 13.7 meter radome enclosed radio

telescope of the Itapetlnga Radio Observatory equipped with a room temperature

mixer receiver. At the frequency (22235.OR HHz> of the 6,, to 5,, transition

of H,0 the svstem temperature (OSB) was of the order of I400K and the full

half-power beamwidth of the antenna was 3.7 arc minutes. Spectra were taken

with a 750 channel Acousto-Optlcal Spectrometer (AOS) that had a total

bandwidth of 50 MHz (600 km s ') so that the channel spacing was 70 KHz

(Scalise et al 1986).

The data were obtained from April to November 1987, by using the 0N-

0N bearswitching technique, commuting the position of the source front one horn

to the ether every minute.

Due to the low sensitivity of our receiver we are limited to observe

only the stronger masers, with more than 20 Jy, which we can detected in a 20

trinutes Integration period.

COMMENTS ON THE COLOURS INDICES OF THE SOURCES

The infrared data taken from the IRAS - Point Source Catalogue 2.0

are in the form of fluxes In four wavebands centered on lOOym , 60|m , 25um ,

and 12um . Each selected region may be represented by a point on log

|(25S,,)/(6OS,,)1 versus log [(12S,,)/25S ,,)J and log [(60S,,, )/(100S,,))

versus log |(25S«5)/(60S>,)] colour-colour diagrantns. The first list of 138

positions (Rodriguez et al 1988) were selected based in the criteria that all

sources should be placed near by an HII region an their flux at lOOtiD should

be greater than lOOOJy. We have plotted In figures l(a) and Kb) the

colour colour diagrams of these objects. We can see that the points are well

spread out in both diagrams. The crosses, which represent the newly detected

masers, are not concentrated In any particular region of the diagrams. The

selection criteria of the second list, with 187 positions (Braz tt al 1988),

was based in the fact that Infrared point sources detected by IRAS in the

direction of star formation regions with associated molecular maser emission

shnurt have their colour indices (Cl) in well defined interval» (Bra* and

F.pchtein 1987). They claimed that for most of the sources the colours Indices

125-121, [60-251, 1100-601 are in the ranges 0.2-0.9 , 0.2-1.2 and -0.2-0.'*

rfspt-ctively. We can see In figures 2(a) and 7(b), where we represented in the

rolour-rolour diagrams all points of this list, that the eigth new masers,

represented by crosses. M e In the colour r.ingps proposed by them.
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This statement, however Is not completaly valid when we analyze the

•users detected fro* the first list. There are some water maser that have

colour Indices well outside the colour ranges postulated by Braz and Epchteln

(1987) and there are «any points placed within their ranges but with no

associated maser source down to our detection Halt.

More far infrared and near infrared measurements shold be undertaken

towards proto stellar points so one could define better the infrared

parameters comum for most of the water Basera associated with HII regions.

GALACTIC DISTRIBUTION OF WATER MASERS

In figure 3(a) we made an histogram representing the 146 known

galactic water masers (128 from Braz and Epchceln 1983). placed within two

degrees of galactic latitude and from 180° to 360° of galactic longitude. The

18 newly dlcovered maser are not concentrated in a given interval of longitude

but are well distributed in these two quadrants. Comparing with the earlier

distribution we can see that «ost of the new discoveries wer in the Vela-

Carina region where not many sources were known.

During April 1988 we observed all 146 raasers for 20 minutes each and

we were able to detect only 48. The histogram shown In figure 3(b) represents

the distribution of these 48 masers according to their galactic longitude.

The new sources represents an overall Increase of 50 percent In the

total number of perevlously detectable masers but in the range from 260° to

360° in galactics longitude they more than duplicated the previous number.

In figure 3(c) we represented the distribution of the Integrated

peak lmtenslty of the masers, grouped every ten degrees, as a function of

their galactic latitude. We can see that, prior to these surveys, the

Integrated flux distribution of the sources was relatively flat from 270° to

330° in longitude rising sharply In the regions where we look tangential to

the galactic arms of Norma and Cygnus. This rise Is due to the presence of

•trong masers assocleted with large HII regions, placed around 331° and 333°

in the Norma region and NGC6334 and CGD25 (Moran and Rodriguez 1980) In the

direction of Sagittarius spiral arm.

The new misers were discovered in regions where we had few or even

no emission detected earlier what is an indication that Che rate of star being

formed in the galaxy with associated maser emission is I .gher In the Carina

arm than previously know.
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CONCLUSION

Using the IRAS point source catalogue we selected 325 positions and

detected 18 new water masers. The rate of detection is low probably due tc the

lack of sensitivity of our receiver. Taking into account only the stronger

masers easely detected after 20 minutes Integration time and placed from

galactic longitude 180° to 360° we can conclude that many strong sources were

detected in galactic regions where few or no masers wer known.

This encourage us to proceed in our program of research where we

intend to observe IRAS points with infra-red flux in 100pm higher than 700 Jy

because we have a hope that many other relatively strong maser will be

detected and this will help us to understand better the rate and distribution

of stars formation in our galaxy.
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Figure 1 - Colour-Colour diagrams for IRAS observations of the 138 objects

selected In the first list. Crosses represents the new water maser.
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Figure 2 - Colour-colour diagrama for IRAS observation» of the 187 object!

In the second list. Crosoes represente the new water maser.
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Figure 3 - (a) Histogram showing the distribution of known water vapor masers

according to their position in galactic longitude, (b) Histogram showing the

distribution In galactic longitude of the 48, water vapor makers detectable at

IRO in a 20 minutes integration; (c) Histogram showing the distribution of the

Integrated peak Intensity of the masers detectable at IRO as a function of

their galactic longitude.
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